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Thank you, Chairman Cox, Chairman Harkins and members of the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives' Labor & Industry Committee, for the opportunity to speak with you today
regarding House Bill 1170 and 716. The Pennsylvania Council of General Contractors (PennCGC)
believes in the principles of fair, efficient, and competitive construction (bidding, awarding, and
building). To accurately convey our thoughts on these two bills, I wish to look at each one
separately.

E-Verify - House Bill 1170 - Representative Mackenzie

PennCGC would like to thank Representative Mackenzie for utilizing Act 127 of 2012, using EVerify for public works projects as a basis for this legislation. Act 127 of 2012 was negotiated
and agreed to through the entire stakeholder process.

As the PennCGC worked through Act 127 of 2012, we had two main objectives:
•

To assure that General Contractors are not forced to be homeland security experts in
their day to day operations.

•

To assure that E-Verify effort cannot be used for political gain while hindering law
abiding General Contractors.

Act 127 of 2012 accomplished these efforts by having strong good faith language and moving
the burden of proof for intentional violations of the construction companies to the courts.

As the PennCGC reviewed House Bill 1170, several questions arose:
•

HB 1170 unfairly targets the construction companies who have their own employees. If
this legislation is designed to address the entire construction community, then it should
also include professional employment agencies and unions who allocate workers to
construction sites.

•

Does HB 1170 enable the contracting agency to terminate a contract of a sub-contractor
in violation of E-Verify on a work-site?

•

HB 1170 is not clear as to the liability regarding a general contractor who hires a
subcontractor in violation of E-Verification - hiring undocumented workers. A General

Contractor who hires a subcontractor in violation of HB 1170 should not be held
responsible.

•

HB 1170 has penalties for first time violators ofthe E-Verify system. Since most, if not
ALL, construction companies, employment agencies and unions are not homeland
security experts, the first offense should be a warning and a learning experience to
assure that this action does not happen again. The second offense should be a
disciplinary action.

The Pennsylvania Council of General Contractors does not support the use of undocumented
workers to win work in our state, but any legislation should be written to not hinder those
companies, employment agencies and unions who follow the laws of our state and nation .
House Bill 1170 is a strong start towards creating a state-wide E-Verify program, but several
issues still need to be addressed so it is once again a successful stakeholder compromise as was
in Act 127 of 2012 focusing on the public sector.

The Pennsylvania Council of General Contractors would like to continue working with
Representative Mackenzie and the House of Representatives Labor and Industry Committee to
create a strong stakeholder supportive effort.

Misclassification of Workers - HB 716 - Representative Galloway

It seems that House Bill 716 is a study to assess the Act 72 of 2010 addressing the Independent
Contractor issue in Pennsylvania. Once again, the Pennsylvania Council of General Contractors
does not support the use of independent contractors or misclassifying workers to win work on
construction projects, but any legislation should be written to not hinder those companies who
follow the laws of our state and nation.

As the PennCGC reviewed House Bill 716, several questions arose:
•

Is this legislation focusing on the independent contractor issue or the misclassification of
worker issue - these are different issues and the definition has to be clearly defined .

•

Does this legislation focus on private work or does it also include public works, which
incorporates prevailing wage law?

•

Why does this legislation create a task force of 1 elected official and 6 appointed
officials: Attorney General, and the Secretaries for DCED, DEP, General Services,
Budget, Labor & Industry, and Revenue?
•

Why is DEP included

•

Why are there no experts in the construction industry: general contractors,
specialty contractors to be included in this task force for their insight and
expertise.

•

As one reads the March 151 Construction Workplace Misclassification Act, there seems to
be a predominant number of small contractors: restoration, home builders, drywallers,
etc. Should this legislation and the subsequent discussions ofthe task force hinder all
contractors, some on whom work within the laws of our state and nation.

The PennCGC does not support using independent contractors or misclassifying workers to win
work, but at the same time we need to protect the contractors who multi-task on their
respective worksites. Contractors and employees who choose not to be signatory to a
collective bargaining agreement are sometimes penalized because of their multi-tasking
abilities to work on construction sites. In collective bargaining work, the work rules between
the different trades are clearly defined between themselves. The workers only work on their
regulated tasks. For contractors and employees who are not subjected to these regulated work
rules, the interpretation becomes unclear (especially with enforcement). For example, do you
pay an electrician rate to move wiring on a construction site, or pay a laborers rate? When
moving roofing shingles, do you pay a roofer's or a laborer's rate. On a private project (not
prevailing wage), it does not work attempting to fit union work rules into an organization that
does need to require such restrictive guidelines.

Any effort from this task force would need to respect the rules set forth by each respective
entity (those who are signatory and not signatory to a collective bargaining unit) .

As stated before, the Pennsylvania Council of General Contractors does not support the use of
independent contractors or misclassifying workers to win work on construction projects, but
any legislation should be written to not hinder those companies who follow the laws of our
state and nation. With that, it is important to have an Act 72 of 2010 task force (defining either
an independent contractor or misclassification of workers) to include stakeholders and experts
in the construction community to help the task force politicians and appointed officials
understand and comprehend the entire construction climate before them.

Moving forward, the Pennsylvania Council of General Contractors would like to work with
Representative Galloway and House of Representatives' Labor and Industry Committee to help
move this effort in a comprehensive and strong direction.

Respectfully Submitted,
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